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The encounter and capture of bacteria and phytoplankton by microbial predators

and parasites is fundamental to marine ecosystem organization and activity. Here,

we combined classic biophysical models with published laboratory measurements to

infer functional traits, including encounter kernel and capture efficiency, for a wide

range of marine viruses and microzooplankton grazers. Despite virus particles being

orders of magnitude smaller than microzooplankton grazers, virus encounter kernels

and adsorption rates were in many cases comparable in magnitude to grazer encounter

kernel and clearance, pointing to Brownian motion as a highly effective method of

transport for viruses. Inferred virus adsorption efficiency covered many orders of

magnitude, but the median virus adsorption efficiency was between 5 and 25%

depending on the assumed host swimming speed. Uncertainty on predator detection

area and swimming speed prevented robust inference of grazer capture efficiency,

but sensitivity analysis was used to identify bounds on unconstrained processes.

These results provide a common functional trait framework for understanding marine

host-virus and predator-prey interactions, and highlight the value of theory for interpreting

measured life-history traits.

Keywords: virus, microzooplankton, size, encounter, prey capture

1. INTRODUCTION

Marine ecosystems include diverse microbial communities whose interactions mediate and drive
biogeochemical cycles.Within these systems, photosynthetic primary producers, and heterotrophic
bacteria are infected by viruses, and preyed upon by microzooplankton grazers (Dussart, 1965;
Landry and Hassett, 1982; Bergh et al., 1989; Fuhrman and Noble, 1995; Sunagawa et al., 2015).
Marine ecosystem models are increasingly resolving the diversity of metabolisms and traits that
influence ecosystem function (Bruggeman and Kooijman, 2007; Follows et al., 2007; Stock et al.,
2014; Weitz, 2015; Coles et al., 2017), but questions remain about how to empirically parameterize
key interactions. In particular, as the biogeochemical significance of viruses is increasingly
recognized (Brussaard, 2004; Suttle, 2007; Weitz andWilhelm, 2012; Brum et al., 2015; Guidi et al.,
2015), it is imperative to incorporate the diversity of virus-microbe interactions within models of
global-scale impacts of viruses on ecosystem structure and function (Mateus, 2017).
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By regenerating nutrients (Weinbauer, 2004; Jover et al.,
2014), viruses and grazers can have significant “bottom-
up” effects on marine microbial communities. Viruses, in
particular, can impact ocean ecology and biogeochemistry
through modification of cellular metabolism during infection
(Lindell et al., 2005; Sullivan et al., 2006; Bidle and Vardi, 2011;
Ankrah et al., 2014; Rosenwasser et al., 2016). Nonetheless,
viruses and grazers can also impose “top-down” controls on
marine microbial communities by infecting and lysing their
hosts, or by engulfing and metabolizing their prey (Thingstad
and Lignell, 1997; Thingstad, 2000; Breitbart, 2012; Weitz, 2015).
Understanding viral and grazer impacts on microbial ecosystems
requires a common framework connecting key traits that underly
their mortality-inducing behaviors.

Many factors influence the ability of a predator or parasite
to encounter and capture its prey. For example, grazers adopt
a range of strategies, including filter feeding, ambush feeding,
and cruising (Kiørboe, 2011). Furthermore, there are a variety of
mechanisms used by predators to sense and capture their prey,
including infochemicals such as dimethylsulfoniopropionate
(DMSP) (Vos et al., 2006), and sensing of hydromechanical
signals generated during prey swimming (Visser, 2001). Trait
based approaches to ecology have been used to parameterize
diversity, and organism size is a key trait that constrains organism
growth, respiration, as well as predator-prey interactions
(Kleiber, 1947; Banse, 1976; Armstrong, 1999; Brose et al., 2006;
Weitz and Levin, 2006; Ward et al., 2012; Andersen et al., 2016).
But how does organism size influence virus and grazer encounter,
and “capture” of their shared prey?

Viruses are typically smaller than bacterial hosts, and grazers
tend to be larger (Figure 1). Differences in size, and also life-
strategy, suggest there are contrasting rules for viruses and
grazers that dictate their transport, encounter, and ultimately
the capture of microbial prey. Indeed, viruses depend passively
on Brownian motion for encounter, whereas grazers typically
use some form of motility. These differences are thought
to emerge from the size dependence of Brownian motion
(Berg and Purcell, 1977; Fenchel, 1984; Murray and Jackson,
1992). In the virus size range, transport by Brownian motion
is rapid, rendering motile transport unnecessary (Shimeta
and Jumars, 1991; Shimeta, 1993; Dusenbery, 1997). For
predators the size of microzooplankton grazers, transport due
to Brownian motion is negligible, necessitating some form
of motility.

Here, size related controls on predator-prey and host-parasite
encounter and capture will be used to constrain key ecosystem
model traits. We combine well-known theoretical predictions
of microbial encounter rates with published measurements of
capture rates, and explore the capture efficiency of viruses
and microzooplankton grazers. Our coverage of biophysical
models and published literature represents review of established
literature. Our novel findings arise through comparison of
theory and synthesized data, and the development of a unified
framework to compare and contrast microzooplankton and virus
interactions with other microbes. For convenience, we will refer
to viruses and grazers collectively as “predators,” and to bacteria
and phytoplankton collectively as “prey.”

FIGURE 1 | (A) Size distribution of virus, bacteria, and grazers. Virus radius

relates to capsid cross-section, and bacteria and grazer values are equivalent

spherical radius. Viruses include a compilation of bacteriophage (Brum et al.,

2013; Jover et al., 2014) and viruses of eukaryotic algae (Brussaard, 2004;

Brum et al., 2013), including the largest, “giant viruses” (Abergel et al., 2015).

Bacteria are from the compilation of DeLong et al. (2010), and include a range

of marine and non-marine species. Grazers are from Taniguchi et al. (2014).

Frequency at each size represents the number of cultured strains, which says

nothing of the relative abundance at each size, or phylogenetic contrast

(Felsenstein, 2017). (B) Contrasting strategies to encounter prey, represented

here with the green circle. Viruses are dependent on Brownian motion,

whereas grazers must swim to find prey.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

We first define virus and grazer encounter and capture traits
and their connection with microbial loss processes. We then
revisit classic biophysical parameterizations of virus and grazer
encounter kernels, and an empirical rationale that was used to
assess capture rates. We then explain how empirical estimates of
virus and grazer capture rates were combined with theoretical
predictions of encounter kernel to predict virus and grazer
capture efficiencies.

2.1. Predator-Prey Interaction Models
Consider the following mass balance of a producer P, preyed
upon by viruses, Vi, and microzooplankton grazers, Zj (where P,
Vi and Zj all have units fmol C µm−3):

dP

dt
= µP −

∑

i

φv,iViP −

∑

j

φz,jZjP (1)

In Equation 1, producers grow at rate µ, and losses due
to viral infection and grazing are parameterized through
linear encounter terms, according to the infection and grazing
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parameters φv,i and φz,j, respectively. The indices i and j
differentiate virus and grazer types. Equation 1 is a relatively
simple representation of producer growth and losses. Many
more complicated forms exist, accounting for nonlinear
interactions (Gentleman et al., 2003; Blackford et al., 2004),
and additional feedbacks (Thingstad, 2000; Weitz, 2015).
Nonetheless, the limited set of parameters in Equation 1 remain
poorly constrained.

The parameters φv,i and φz,j are influenced by physical
controls on encounter between viruses, predators, and their
shared prey, along with biological factors that influence whether
each encounter is converted to successful capture. Let the
encounter kernel of a virus and a microzooplankton grazer be
ρv and ρz , respectively. The encounter kernel has units µm

3 s−1,
and is the volume of water shared by each individual predator-
prey pair per unit time. Let the probability that each encounter
is converted to a successful capture be ηv and ηz . Infection and
grazing parameters φv and φz may then be expressed in the
following way:

φv =
1

Qv
ηvρv (2)

φz =
1

Qz
ηzρz . (3)

All parameters and variables are defined in Table 1. In Equations
2 and 3, i, j indices are suppressed for notational parsimony. We
normalize by virus and grazer carbon quotas, Qv and Qz (fmol
C individual−1; Table 1) respectively, to express each trait per
unit predator or parasite biomass. In the following, we develop
a parameterization of the infection and grazing parameters φv
and φz . We revisit classic biophysical models that predict ρv and
ρz from contrasting lifestyles of viruses and microzooplankton
grazers. We present literature compilations of virus adsorption to
hosts and grazer maximal clearance rates, and use these to infer
the capture efficiencies ηv and ηz .

2.2. Size Dependent Encounter
We revisit classic biophysical models of predator-prey encounter
kernel. Our aim is to provide a rationale to constrain ecosystem
model parameters ρv and ρz . Full model descriptions are given
in Appendix A (Supplementary information), and here we
summarize the main equations.

Assume predators and prey are spheres with radius rpred
and rprey, respectively. With knowledge of the predator and
prey swimming speed (upred and uprey, respectively) and
Brownian motion (Dpred and Dprey, respectively) the predator-
prey encounter kernel may be predicted with (Berg and Purcell,
1977; Fenchel, 1984; Evans, 1989 Murray and Jackson, 1992;
Kiørboe, 2008):

ρ = π(rdetect + rprey)
2(u2pred + u2prey)

1/2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

swimming

+ 4π(Dpred + Dprey)(rpred + rprey)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

diffusion

. (4)

TABLE 1 | Model parameter and variable descriptions and units.

Symbol Description Units

P Prey biomass density fmol C µm−3

Z Microzooplankton biomass density fmol C µm−3

V Virus biomass density fmol C µm−3

φz Mass normalized grazer maximum clearance µm3 (fmol C)−1 s−1

φv Mass normalized virus maximum clearance µm3 (fmol C)−1 s−1

ρz Motile predator encounter kernel µm3 predator−1 s−1

ρv Diffusive predator encounter kernel µm3 predator−1 s−1

ηz Grazer capture efficiency [0,1]

ηv Virus adsorption efficiency [0,1]

Qv Virus carbon content fmol C virus−1

Qz Grazer carbon content fmol C grazer−1

Dprey Prey diffusivity µm2 s−1

Dpred Predator diffusivity µm2 s−1

rprey Prey (bacteria) radius µm

rpred Predator radius µm

rdetect Predator detection radius µm

adetect Predator detection factor -

upred Motile predator swimming speed µm s−1

K Boltzmann constant g µm2 s−2 ◦K−1

T Temperature ◦K

ψ Dynamic viscosity g µm−1 s−1

Unless reported otherwise in source material, model temperature was assumed to be

293.15 ◦K . Dynamic viscosity was corrected to experimental temperatures with themodel

of Sharqawy et al. (2010).

In Equation 4, motile predators have a detection area
proportional to body size, due to chemosensing, and sensing
ability connected with mechanical disruption of the surrounding
water (Visser, 2001; Martens et al., 2015). We separate the effects
of predator-prey encounter associated with the transport mode
of motile predators (i.e., grazers, ρz) and diffusion predators (i.e.,
viruses, ρv):

ρz = π(rprey + rdetect)
2(u2pred + u2prey)

1/2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

predator and prey swimming

+ 4πDprey(rpred + rprey)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

prey diffusion

(5)

ρv = π(rprey + rpred)
2uprey

︸ ︷︷ ︸

prey swimming

+ 4π(Dpred + Dprey)(rpred + rprey)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

predator and prey diffusion

.

(6)

Equations 5 and 6 are special cases of Equation 4, with Dpred =

0 and upred = 0, respectively. Setting Dpred = 0 neglects
predator Brownian motion, accounting only for the effects of

predator swimming speed. On the other hand, setting upred = 0
neglects predator swimming, and accounts only for the effects
of Brownian motion. Prey diffusivity and swimming are both
accounted for in Equations 5 and 6, and only the traits of the
predators are different. We use these special cases to contrast
predator motion by swimming (grazers) and Brownian motion
(viruses), allowing both forms of motion in the prey.
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2.3. Parameterizing Predator-Prey
Encounter Kernels
To understand encounter by diffusion and swimming in
different sized predators, we require knowledge of the predator
detection radius (rdetect), predator swimming velocity (upred),
prey swimming velocity (uprey) and predator and prey diffusivity
(Dpred and Dpred), respectively. Of these, the diffusion constants
Dpred and Dprey are the most reliably constrained, as they arise
directly from physical principles (Appendix A, Supplementary
information, and Table 1). For swimming velocities, we rely on
compilations of measured swimming velocities for organisms
ranging from bacteria to macrozooplankton. Specifically, we
assume swimming velocity scales with organismal radius
according to a power law with exponent 0.79 (Kiørboe, 2011; see
Table 2). The power law relation arises from linear regression of
measured swimming speed against organismal radius.

Microzooplankton detect prey with a combination of
hydromechanical signals (Visser, 2001), and chemosensing
(Martens et al., 2015). Models that predict detection radius
due to hydromechanical signals generated by prey motion
exist (Visser, 2001). These models typically contain many
parameters, such as the predator “effective radius,” or the
angle of approach between grazer and prey (Gerritsen and
Strickler, 1977; Visser, 2001), which are poorly constrained
empirically. By making assumptions regarding the size-
dependence of prey swimming velocity, Martens et al.
(2015) predicted a power-law relation between predator
size and detection radius. We tested a range of power-law
dependencies of detection radius on predator size, but these
had negligible influence on our main findings. In the absence
of thorough empirical constraint on key processes across a
large range of sizes, we chose a parsimonious description which
assumes a linear relation between rdetect and predator radius
(Table 2). We conduct sensitivity of our main findings to
different factors relating motile predator detection radius with
body size.

3. EMPIRICAL PREY CAPTURE RATES

Theoretical encounter kernel predictions demonstrate the
influence of physics on microbial transport and encounter.
Yet, the flow of carbon from microbial prey to viruses and
grazers is controlled by additional phenomena that determine
whether each encounter leads to successful capture (Equations
1 to 3). The capture efficiency parameters ηv and ηz encompass
many biological interactions that are difficult to motivate and
constrain theoretically. We therefore look to experimental data
to understand virus and grazer prey capture.

We assumed that virus adsorption rates and grazer maximal
clearance rates are empirical analogs of prey capture, and
gathered existing literature with measurements of these key
traits. Viral adsorption is typically measured by the rate of
disappearance of free viruses shortly after addition to cultures
of susceptible hosts (Supplementary Table 1). When the loss
of virus due to adsorption is the only control on free-virus

concentration (excluding viral production due to release of viral
progeny), the change with time is simply:

dV

dt
= −φvPV (7)

If it is assumed that each adsorption leads to successful infection
and host lysis, and that additional complications associated with
virus latent period may be ignored, then φv in Equation 7 also
controls the loss of host material in Equation 1. We acknowledge
that host resistance mechanisms or lysogenic interactions could
prevent viral adsorption from leading to lysis, and that latent
periods can have a major impact on this coupling (Stewart
and Levin, 1984; Beretta and Kuang, 1998; Labrie et al., 2010;
Record et al., 2016). Nonetheless, adsorption measurements are
relatively widely available. We compiled a dataset of published
virus adsorption rates (Supplementary Table 1, Appendix C)
that we think of here as capture rates, φv. The data include a
mix of marine and non-marine species. Adsorption values were
collected from experiments with a single viral strain adsorbing to
a host specific to that virus.

Grazer maximal clearance rates, φz , were inferred by dividing
maximal grazing rates by half saturation values in a large
compilation of published laboratory measurements reported
by Taniguchi et al. (2014). These data in most cases were of
microzooplankton grazing on a single species of phytoplankton
and the data only include cases where the prey were within
the size range thought to be optimal for each predator
(Hansen et al., 1994, 1997).

We compared virus adsorption rates φv, inferred through
Equation 7, with grazer maximal clearance rates φz , keeping
in mind the caveat that not all adsorption leads immediately
to infection and host lysis. We also combined these traits with
theoretical estimates of encounter kernel to predict virus and
grazer capture efficiencies.

4. RESULTS

We begin by presenting the size-dependence of predator
encounter kernel due to Brownian motion and motility. We
then present published data of virus and grazer capture rate
due to adsorption and clearance, respectively. Finally, we
combine empirical capture rates with theoretical encounter
kernel predictions to infer capture efficiencies for viruses and
microzooplankton grazers.

4.1. Swimming vs. Brownian Motion
In Figure 2a, we show a comparison between the predator
encounter kernel by a purely diffusive (ρv) and a purely motile
(ρz) predator, ignoring for now the effects of prey motion by
setting uprey = 0 and Dprey = 0 in Equations 5 and 6.
We acknowledge that transport of very small grazers could
also be influenced by Brownian motion, but we ignore these
effects and focus on first-order physical controls on grazer and
virus transport. The encounter kernel due to Brownian motion
diminishes with body size. In contrast, since search area and
swimming velocity both increase with size (Table 2), predators
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TABLE 2 | Size dependent trait parameterizations for individual predators and prey.

Trait Parameterization Comments

upred
uprey

log
(

upred

1×104

)

=[(0.4± 0.08) + (0.8± 0.05) log(2rpred )]

log
(

uprey

1×104

)

=[(0.4± 0.08) + (0.8± 0.05) log(2rprey )]

Numerical values determined by linear regression on log-transformed

swimming speeds in motile organisms ranging from 1µm to 1cm equivalent

spherical diameter (ESD) (Kiørboe, 2011). Deviations from this trend due to

highly variable bacterial motility (Milo and Phillips, 2016) are explored in

section 4.4. Note that predator and prey radius here are in cm.

rdetect adetect rpred Sensitivity to the factor relating detection radius with predator body-radius

was explored. Unless otherwise noted, adetect = 3

Qv
(6.022×1023 )
(1×1015 )

Qv =

[

41(rpred − 2.5)3 + 130(7.5r2
pred

− 18.8rpred + 15.6)
]

Constants were determined with a model of virus head structure, with

literature values used to define key structural traits such as virus capsid

thickness (Jover et al., 2014). Note that the fitted values assume predator

size is expressed in nm.

Qz log
(

Qz
1×103

· 12.0107
)

=[(−0.5± 1.2) + (0.9± 0.27) log(V )] V is cell volume (V =
4
3π r

3
pred

). Numerical values are from statistical fitting of

relations between heterotrophic dinoflagellate carbon and volume

(Menden-Deuer and Lessard, 2000).

Predator radius is in µm unless noted otherwise. Numerical values within square brackets are in the units originally reported, values outside square brackets, without errors, are

conversions to units listed in Table 1. Ranges correspond to 95% confidence intervals.

that swim are predicted to encounter ever more prey the larger
they become (Figure 2a).

The encounter kernels in Figure 2a are the volume of water
shared by each individual predator-prey pair, per unit time.
In Figure 2b, we show size dependence of encounter kernel
normalized by predator individual carbon content, ρv/Qv and
ρz/Qz for viruses and grazers, respectively. It is common practice
in the zooplankton literature to normalize per unit volume or
biomass in the predator (e.g., Hansen et al., 1997; Kiørboe, 2011).
Large motile predators encounter more prey simply due to the
larger volume of water that they occupy (Figure 2a), but this
overlooks the greater concentration of prey required to sustain
larger body size. Normalizing by cellular carbon is one way to
correct for the higher requirement of larger predators for prey
biomass, and isolates trait variation with body size that is due to
physical and behavioral controls on encounter.

Viewed through the lens of either individual or carbon
normalized values, we can deduce that smaller predators achieve
a higher encounter rate from passive diffusion than swimming

(Figures 2a,b). In contrast, for larger predators passive diffusion

is a poor method of encounter, by comparison to swimming.
Interestingly, the predator radius at which Brownian motion

and motile encounter kernals are predicted to intersect, marked
by the vertical lines in Figures 2a,b, is ∼200nm, corresponds
approximately to the capsid radius of the largest known viruses
(Figure 1). Below the size threshold, the theory predicts non-
motile predators that depend on Brownianmotion have relatively
large encounter kernels. The steep decline in predator diffusivity
with size necessitates swimming for larger predators. The theory
thus predicts a biophysical limit on the upper size of non-motile
predators, and on the lower size of motile predators. With similar
analysis, Dusenbery (1997) showed that a size threshold exists in
the bacteria size range, below which Brownian motion is a more
effective mode of transport, and above which motile transport
is necessary. In Appendix B (Supplementary information), we
show that the size threshold where transport by Brownianmotion

and motile behavior intersect shows very little sensitivity to
assumptions regarding predator swimming speed, detection area,
and prey motion. The results in Figures 2a,b and Appendix B

(Supplementary information) extend the analysis of Dusenbery
(1997) and suggest that mode of transport of microbial predators
is also controlled by the size dependence of Brownian motion,
and motile behavior.

4.2. Prey Capture Rates
We compiled a dataset of bacteriophage adsorption rates,
containing a mix of marine and non-marine viruses
(Supplementary Table 1, Appendix C). Each adsorption value is
of a single viral strain adsorbing onto a host. In Figures 2c,d, we
show a comparison of these virus adsorption data with estimates
of grazer maximal clearance rates. For both viral adsorption and
maximal clearance rates, we report both the adsorption per virus,
and maximal clearance rate per individual grazer (Figure 2c),
and the biomass normalized values (Figure 2d). Conversion
between per-capita and carbon specific values was made with
estimates of carbon quota in Table 2. Values per individual are
equivalent to ηvρv and ηzρz for viruses and grazers, respectively.
Mass specific values are assumed to be equivalent to φv and φz in
Equations 2 and 3, respectively.

Whether normalized per individual, or per unit biomass, virus
adsorption and grazer maximal clearance rates are extremely
scattered, in both cases covering several orders of magnitude
(Figures 2c,d). When normalized per-capita, it is not possible
to rule out the possibility that there is no linear relationship
between virus adsorption rate and capsid radius (Figure 2c)
(regression slope −0.5, R2 = −0.085, p−value 0.7). Variability
in per-capita virus adsorption that is unrelated to size may be
due to variability in host motility, host surface receptor density,
virus and host morphology, host physiological state, virus
affinity for host surface receptors, and experimental uncertainty.
Nevertheless, conversion to carbon specific values (Figure 2d)
indicates a negative relationship between mass specific encounter
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FIGURE 2 | Dependence of theoretical encounter kernel and empirical capture rate on predator size and mode of transport. (a) Per-capita theoretical encounter

kernel predictions of motile predators (ρz ) and predators whose transport is dictated by Brownian motion (ρv ) using Equations 5 and 6, respectively. Prey motility was

neglected by setting uprey = 0. Prey cell radius was assumed to be 1 µm. (b) Mass specific encounter kernels (ρv/Qv and ρz/Qz for diffusive and motile predators,

respectively). The vertical lines in (a,b) demarcate two domains: a small size domain where predator movement by Brownian motion is most effective, and a large size

domain where movement by swimming is most effective. (c) Per capita viral adsorption rates and grazer maximal clearance rates. Viral data are in

Supplementary Table 1. (d) The same data in (c) normalized per unit carbon in either the virus or the grazer (Equations 2 and 3, Table 2). (e) Comparison of

per-capita theoretical encounter kernels with per capita capture rates. Filled regions are theoretical encounter kernels accounting for prey motion by allowing uprey to

vary with predator and prey size according to the parameterizations in Table 2. The ranges cover [0.5,5]µm host radius (viruses only), and a 10-fold change in

swimming velocity across all size ranges (grazers only) (f) Mass-specific equivalents of the relations in (e).

kernel and virus radius. The negative relation may be driven
by the normalization of encounter kernel by individual
carbon quota, and cannot be attributed to the diminishing
effect of Brownian motion on the encounter kernel of
larger viruses.

When expressed per individual grazer, there is a strong
increase in maximal clearance rate with individual body size
(Figure 2c) (regression slope 2.65, R2 = 0.92, p−value<10−15).
Normalizing per unit carbon highlights considerable variability
in grazer maximal clearance rate that is independent of
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body size (Figure 2d). Mass specific grazer maximal clearance
rates cover several orders of magnitude, but there is very
little trend in maximal carbon specific clearance rates with
respect to microzooplankton size (Figure 2d). Kiørboe (2011)
reported a similar absence of size-based variability in volume
specific maximal clearance rates for a much larger range of
zooplankton sizes.

4.3. Connecting Encounter and Capture
Rates
Despite significant scatter in the data, several patterns
emerge in our estimates of per-capita and mass specific
adsorption and maximal clearance rates (Figures 2,b), that
are qualitatively consistent with theoretical encounter kernel
predictions (Figures 2c,d). Per-capita grazer encounter kernel
and maximal clearance rates both increase with individual
body size (Figures 2a,c), but this trend disappears when
normalized per unit carbon (Figures 2b,d). Moreover, when
expressed per individual, large grazers have the propensity to
encounter and capture more prey than virus-sized competitors
(Figures 2a,c), but carbon specific values suggest the opposite.
Despite virus particles being orders of magnitude smaller than
microzooplankton grazers, the largest virus per-capita encounter
kernels and adsorption rates are comparable in magnitude
to per-capita encounter kernel and clearance rates of grazers
several orders of magnitude larger (Figures 2a,c). The ability
of viruses to encounter large volumes of water despite their
small size points to Brownian motion as an effective method of
transport. The effects of rapid transport by Brownian motion
are heightened when viewed through the lens of mass specific
normalization, where encounter kernel and adsorption rates
of virus-size organisms exceed encounter kernel and maximal
clearance rates of grazer-sized organisms by several orders of
magnitude (Figures 2b,d).

The qualitative consistency between theoretical predictions of
encounter (Figures 2a,b), and measurements of virus adsorption
and maximal clearance rates (Figures 2c,d), points toward a
mechanistic link between the two processes. Indeed, theoretical
encounter kernel predictions should set upper limits on observed
capture rates. In Figures 2e,f, we show theoretical encounter
kernel predictions, this time allowing also for prey motility
according to Equations 5 and 6 and the parameterizations in
Table 2. The red filled region covers encounter kernels for
diffusive predators of prey within the range [0.5,5]µm. The
blue filled region allows 10-fold variability in the swimming
velocity of motile predators across all size ranges. The theoretical
encounter kernel predictions in the filled regions in Figures 2d,e

should set upper limits on the capture rates, but the comparison
depends critically on rates of swimming velocity and cell size that
are specific to each predator-prey pair. In the next section, we
combine theoretical encounter kernel predictions and measured
capture rates to infer capture efficiencies of diverse predators.

4.4. Capture Efficiency
A measure of virus and grazer capture efficiency may be found
by dividing measured capture rates by theoretical upper limits

predicted with encounter kernels. Rearranging Equations 2 and 3
leads to capture efficiency expressions:

ηv =
φv

ρv
· Qv (8)

ηz =
φz

ρz
· Qz . (9)

In Equations 8 and 9,
φd
ρv

and φs
ρz

may be thought of intuitively

as the ratio of per-capita capture rate (either viral adsorption,
or grazer maximal clearance), to encounter kernal. The quotas
Qv and Qz convert between the carbon specific values more
relevant to Equation 1 (see also Equations 2, 3, Figure 2d), and
individual units that emerge directly from theoretical predictions
(Equations 5 and 6).

Equations 8 and 9 combine theoretical predictions of
encounter kernel with adsorption and maximal clearance rates,
to predict virus and grazer capture efficiency. Not every predator-
prey encounter leads to successful prey capture (adsorption for
viruses, clearance for grazers), so ηv and ηz should be less
than one. Values of ηv and ηz greater than one imply capture
efficiencies greater than 100%, and that our theoretical model
of encounter is incomplete, measurements of virus and grazer
maximal clearance rates include unaccounted for error, or a
combination of both. Thus, a test of the compatability of our
biophysical parameterizations (Equations 5 and 6, Figures 2a,b)
and the laboratory measurements (Figures 2c,d), are whether
predictions of ηv and ηz are consistently less than one.

Theoretical predictions of ηv and ηz are shown in Figure 3.
The predictions are ranked from low to high values. Ordering
with respect to predator size did not yield meaningful trends.
Due to the large potential for variability in microbial swimming
speed (Milo and Phillips, 2016), we include a sensitivity allowing
10-fold increase and decrease in the swimming velocities upred
and uprey, provided by the relations in Table 2. These values
account fully for variability in observed swimming speeds for
organisms ranging from bacteria to krill (Kiørboe, 2011). For
viruses, ∼70% of the measured adsorption rates fall at or
below the theoretical encounter kernel limit (Figure 3A), with
median predicted “capture” (adsorption) efficiency ∼5% when
fast swimming is assumed, and ∼25% when slow swimming is
assumed. These results are relatively insensitive to assumptions
about prey swimming speed (Figures 3A,B), and suggest that
in the majority of cases, measured adsorption rates indeed fall
at or below the theoretical encounter kernel limit. Notably
however, ∼30% of measurements suggest that viruses adsorb to
hosts faster than expected based on biophysical arguments; an
observation which remains unresolved and could indicate the
presence of other virus loss mechanisms not accounted for in
the experiments.

By contrast to viruses, grazer capture efficiency shows strong
sensitivity to assumptions about predator and prey swimming
speed. This is demonstrated in Figure 3 by assuming “fast” and
“slow” dependence of swimming on predator and prey body
size. For a 5µm cell, “slow swimming” is roughly equivalent
to one body length per second, whereas “fast swimming” is
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FIGURE 3 | Modeled virus and grazer capture efficiency. For viruses, these values are the measured mass specific adsorption rate, φv, divided by theoretical

predictions of mass-specific encounter kernel (ρv/Qv, Equation 5 and Table 2). For grazers, the capture efficiency is the mass specific maximal clearance rate, φz ,

divided by mass specific encounter kernel (ρz/Qz , Equation 6 and Table 2). Predator and prey swimming speed and detection area were calculated with knowledge

of predator-prey size, and the relations in Table 2. (A) Adsorption efficiency for each virus-host pair. The horizontal dashed line marks the case of perfect adsorption,

where the theoretical prediction of encounter kernel matches exactly the observed adsorption value (φd = ρv/Qv ). Different shades show the sensitivity of these

predictions to a range of scaling between body size and swimming speed (see main text). Whiskers correspond to uncertainty in measurements of virus and host size

(Supplementary Table 1). (B) Same data in (A), expressed as histograms. (C) Capture efficiencies for each grazer-prey pair. Prey size was not specified, but

whiskers indicate prediction uncertainty when predator:prey size ratios cover the full range reported in the data (Hansen et al., 1994, 1997). Different shades

correspond to uncertainty in swimming speeds. (D) Same data in (C), expressed as histograms.

roughly equivalent to one hundred body lengths per second.
The fast and slow scenarios in Figure 3 are approximately a 10-
fold increase and decrease in the scaling relationships reported
by Kiørboe (2011). These modifications were applied to both
predators and prey simultaneously, and are therefore likely to
lead to somewhat extreme upper and lower limits on inferred
capture efficiencies. Fast swimming elevates predicted encounter
kernel (see Appendix B, Supplementary information), causing
theoretical predictions of encounter kernel to exceed observed
maximal clearance rate (Figure 3C), leading to median capture
efficiency∼4% (Figure 3D). Slow swimming significantly lowers
theoretical encounter kernel predictions, in many cases leading
to predictions of ηz greater than one (Figures 3C,D). Predator
swimming speeds that lead to inferred capture efficiency greater
than 100% are implausible theoretically. In this way, the analysis
in Figures 3C,D, suggests “fast” microbial swimming speeds are

unlikely to be true. Slower predator and prey swimming speeds
lead to more plausible capture efficiencies (Figures 3C,D).

Through its influence on encounter kernel, an additional
source of uncertainty on grazer capture efficiency is the assumed
detection radius of motile predators (Table 2). Sensitivity to
different assumptions regarding the size-dependence of predator
detection area are shown in Appendix B (Supplementary
information). Larger detection areas lead to larger encounter
kernels. By inspection of Equation 5, we see that predator
detection area has qualitatively similar influence on predicted
encounter kernel to the swimming speed; larger swimming
velocity and detection area both promote larger encounter
kernels. Thus, precise estimates of grazer capture efficiencies
require constraint on both microbial detection distance
(Martens et al., 2015), and microbial swimming speed
(Milo and Phillips, 2016).
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FIGURE 4 | Sensitivity of grazer capture efficiency to assumed predator

detection area. Shown is the fraction of measured grazer maximal clearance

rates, φz that fall at or below the theoretical upper limit, ρz (i.e., ηz < 1), for

various assumptions regarding predator swimming speed and detection area.

The horizontal dashed line shows when 90% of the theoretical estimates of ρz
place upper bounds on φz . Different assumptions about swimming speeds

cover ranges reported in the literature (Martens et al., 2015; Milo and Phillips,

2016), allowing 10-fold increase and decrease in the empirical scaling reported

by Kiørboe (2011) (Table 2). When swimming speed and body size are related

by the empirical scaling reported by Kiørboe (2011), predator detection radius

must be at least four times the predator radius (adetect ≈ 4) for theoretical

encounter kernels to place upper bounds on measured maximal

clearance rates.

When the dependence of swimming speed on predator size
is known, it is possible to place lower bounds on the detection
radius necessary for encounter kernel predictions to place upper
limits on measured grazer maximal clearance rates. In Figure 4,
as the assumed predator detection radius increases, so does the
theoretical grazer encounter kernel, which raises the theoretical
upper limit on grazer maximal clearance rates, and pushes
inferred capture efficiencies below 100%. The analysis in Figure 4
shows that, depending on the assumed scaling of swimming
speed with predator size, predator detection radius must be
at least 1-10 times the predator body radius, for theoretical
encounter kernel predictions to place upper bounds onmeasured
clearance rates.When predators and prey both swim according to
the scaling reported by Kiørboe (2011), the detection radius must
be at least four-times the predator body radius (adetect ≈ 4), for
theoretical encounter kernel predictions to place upper bounds
on all pairwise predator-prey measured capture rates.

5. DISCUSSION

Motivated by the need to parameterize and constrain virus and
grazer traits that control material transfer through microbial
ecosystems, we explored underlying biophysical controls on the
lifestyles of microbial predators, and asked whether theoretical
predictions of encounter kernel relate to measurements of
per-capita and mass-specific virus adsorption and grazer
maximal clearance rates. We compared theoretical predictions
of encounter kernel with published measurements of virus

adsorption and maximal clearance to infer capture efficiencies.
Capture efficiencies for viruses and grazers both cover many
orders of magnitude and depend strongly on assumptions
about microbial swimming speed. Despite significant uncertainty
on capture efficiencies, a consistent theme emerges that links
encounter kernel with observed capture rates: mass specific
viral adsorption rates exceed equivalent values for grazers, and
these predictions are consistent with the contrasting effects
of Brownian motion and motility on predator transport and
encounter with prey. Mass specific rates directly control material
transfer in microbial systems. Fast mass specific viral adsorption
rates suggests Brownian motion is a highly effective mode
of transport for marine viruses. Rapid transport by Brownian
motion may be a major driver of efficient and rapid infection in
microbial ecosystems.

Our results suggest systematic differences between virus
adsorption and grazer clearance that are driven by organism
size and method of transport. Nonetheless, measurements of
virus adsorption and grazer clearance both cover many orders of
magnitude, highlighting the challenge to constrain the influence
of these processes on microbial ecosystems. For viruses, rates
of adsorption that are much smaller than theoretical encounter
kernel predictions could arise for many reasons, including
surface resistance or incompatibility between virus and host.
In addition, the observation that measured adsorption rates
exceed putative biophysical limits for ∼30% of cases remains
unresolved. One possibility is that there are other sources of
decay unaccounted for by adsorption assays. Viruses are prone
to degradation by UV damage and hydrolytic enzymes (Wilhelm
et al., 1998; Noble and Fuhrman, 1999). Loss of viruses due
to either of these mechanisms could lead to overestimation of
viral adsorption rates. Routine correction of adsorption assays for
losses in host-free media could help to isolate adsorption from
other loss processes. Additionally, we are unable to discount the
potential for hosts to mediate viral degradation rates. Another
possibility is that our biophysical model is an underestimate of
true host-virus encounter rates. If so, it is likely host motility
is the source of the discrepancy, rather than viral diffusion
which is based on established physical principles. Quantifying
the efficiency of virus adsorption in a broad range of species,
and resolving limits in biophysical models and experimental
measurements remains a major challenge to connect virus life-
histories with microbial ecosystem structure and organization.

The biophysical arguments underlying predicted virus and
grazer traits contain several assumptions that limit their ability
to explain mortality inducing behaviors of viruses and grazers in
microbial ecosystems. Most pressing perhaps is the comparison
of predicted encounter kernel with measurements of adsorption
from single host-virus systems cultivated in the laboratory. In
more diverse systems, not every host strain is susceptible to
infection by every virus strain (Flores et al., 2011; Weitz et al.,
2013). Many systems contain a mix of generalist and specialist
viruses. Viruses with a narrow host range are likely to successfully
infect only a small portion of the hosts they encounter.
When only a small portion of encounters leads to successful
infections, adsorption could be significantly smaller than physical
predictions of encounter. Grazer prey preferences could cause
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similar discrepancies for motile predators (Gentleman et al.,
2003; Campbell et al., 2009).

Our biophysical models did not account for effects of
turbulent diffusion (Breitbart, 2012; Durham and Stocker, 2012;
Stocker, 2012; Pecseli et al., 2014). Both phyto- and microzoo-
plankton motility has long been thought to be selected for by
environmental turbulence (Margalef, 1978), with a gradient in
turbulence expected to select grazers that employ contrasting
strategies, such as filter feeding, ambush feeding, and cruise-
feeding (Levandowsky et al., 1988; Lewis and Pedley, 2001).
Encounter between zooplankton grazers and their prey is
modified by turbulence (Rothschild and Osborn, 1988; Marrase
et al., 1990; Yamazaki et al., 1991; Huisman et al., 2002). We
neglected turbulence in our analysis for a number of reasons.
First, our focus here was on microzooplankton with body size
smaller than Kolmogorov lengthscales (∼0.1–10mm). Turbulent
effects on encounter are increasingly important for larger grazers,
but are less significant for predator-prey pairs small enough to be
transported cohesively by turbulent flow. Second, our main aim
was to contrast and explain differences between virus and grazer
traits, as opposed to explaining variability within the different
groups. Accounting for grazing strategies such as ambush, filter,
or cruise-feeding, may help to explain variability in observed
grazer traits, but we reserve this analysis for future exploration.

We assumed that populations are well-mixed and
homogenous, but at the microscale, numerous mechanisms
promote patchy distributions of organic material, predators, and
prey (Lehman and Scavia, 1982; Blackburn, 1997; Blackburn
and Fenchel, 1999; Seymour et al., 2006). For example,
the microenvironment surrounding phytoplankton cells
is rich in dissolved organic material and can be attractive
to motile bacteria (Smriga et al., 2016). We neglected the
possibility for swimming to be directed, but the ability of

motile predators and prey to direct their motion toward or

away from resource patches is likely to be a major influence
on encounter in heterogeneous environments. We also did

not explore temperature effects on microbial predator-prey
encounter and capture rates. Swimming velocity of motile

predators can vary up to 3-fold with temperature ranging from
5 to 20◦C (Larsen et al., 2008), but temperature dependence

is highly species specific and can depend on acclimation state
(Beveridge et al., 2010). Temperature can influences transport

through energetic effects on Brownian motion and metabolic
activity of motile organisms (Beveridge et al., 2010; Simoncelli
et al., 2019). Temperature can also influence encounter through

modifications in fluid viscosity, and is a factor influencing virus
adsorption rates (Moldovan and Wu, 2007; Tokman et al.,
2016). The effects of heterogeneous microenvironments and

temperature on microbial predator-prey encounter and capture
both require in-depth consideration, which we reserve for future
investigation.

Our encounter kernel predictions, combined with
measurements of adsorption and maximal clearance rates,
motivate a rationale for contrasting controls on virus and
grazer induced mortality, but are by no means the only
factors influencing population and community structure and

dynamics. Virus degradation and grazer mortality (Steele and
Frost, 1977; Noble and Fuhrman, 1997; Weinbauer et al.,
1997; De Paepe and Taddei, 2006), as well as differences in
metabolism, virus lysogenic cycles, host resistance mechanisms,
and grazer respiratory costs, all impact ecosystem function
(Weitz, 2015; Våge et al., 2018). We anticipate that the
biophysical framework presented here may in future be
combined with more complete ecosystem model structures
to explore virus and grazer impacts on ocean ecology and
biogeochemistry. Theoretical predictions of virus-host and
grazer-prey encounter kernel, ground-truthed with laboratory
measurements of virus adsorption and maximal clearance,
are a simple, mechanistic way to understand the rules that
control emergence of traits in marine ecosystems. Quantitative
constraint on predator traits offers a path to understanding
top-down control on microbial communities and their influence
on ocean biogeochemistry.
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